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Grade 4 
Released Writing Prompt 

 
Fun During a Break 

During the year students are given several breaks from school. Think about 
the times you were out of school on these breaks. Write about a time when 
you had fun during your break from school. 

 
Each paper you will score today was written to the prompt 
above.  
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Idea Development score point 0 

The student does not present a response to the topic. Details are consistently irrelevant.



Idea Development score point 1 
 
The student attempts to present a main idea in response to the topic 
 (. . . my dad and I always go on a caping trip).  Limited relevant details are evident 
(. . .  fun in the sun).





Idea Development score point 2 
 
The student presents a main idea (. . . the best would have to be Florida.  I'll share with 
you some of my awesome time when I was there). The response provides some relevant 
details about Splash Mountain, Space Mountain, and the hotel pool. However, the 
details are not descriptive and do not enrich the main idea.







Idea Development score point 3 
 
The student develops a narrative with a clear and focused main idea in response to the prompt 
(The Trip to Las Vegas) Enriching, descriptive details are evident throughout the response (At 
home we talked and talked. . . . That was all I thought about in school. . . . I never could stop 
looking behind my back every five seconds at both airports. . . . I couldn't help gaze at people 
and the plane).
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Organization score point 0 
 
The beginning and ending are unidentifiable. The student does not group similar 
ideas, and there is no evidence of appropriate spacing or indentation. The first 
sentence is a run-on and the second sentence is correct but simple construction (I 
misd my favorit show).  



Organization score point 1 
 
The student presents a beginning but no ending.  Similar ideas are grouped without 
appropriate spacing or indentation. Sentences are inconsistently correct (when summar is over 
you get to go to a new grades for example 5th grade and that is cool for me our should I say 
wicked).





Organization score point 2 

The student presents a beginning, middle and ending (Once I went to New York for a week of 
summer vacation. . . .The next day we went home). Each paragraph is indented and includes a 
topic sentence with similar ideas grouped together. Sentences are correct but lack variety (Then 
we went to the hotel and went to sleep. . . . Then we had a party . . . . Then we went to bed).







Organization score point 3 

The writer develops an effective beginning, middle and ending. The response demonstrates 
consistent use of topic sentences with similar ideas grouped together within indented paragraphs. 
Varied and mostly correct sentences are used throughout the response (The next morning, I awoke 
myself and said, “It's Christmas!” I went out to the living room and saw many presents. A lot of 
them were for me! But, before I did anything else, I stopped to realize why Christmas even came 
about). 
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Voice Paper score point 0 
 
The narrative is flat and lifeless, and the student uses an extremely limited range of 
words.





Voice Paper score point 1 

The narrative reveals limited personal voice appropriate to the purpose 
(I am going to talk about how I have fun on breaks). The student demonstrates little 
variation in word choice and repetitious use of simple words (fun, funny, really).







Voice Paper score point 2 
 
The narrative reveals voice and style appropriate to the purpose (After staying the night 
we went to the Star Plung in Thermopolis, yelled the ABC's all the way down the tube). 
The student uses descriptive words (bell with Crazy Horse on the front, turtle totem 
and deck of mini-playing cards). 





Voice Paper score point 3 
 
The narrative consistently reveals personal voice appropriate to the purpose (You will 
regret it if you do. It will burn your feet so bad the pain is unimaginable). The student 
uses a variety of descriptive and original words and phrases (When it was dark we came 
off the horizon and the lights looked like the Aurora Boreaus , pain unimaginable, flash, 
Siegfried and Roy's Siberian Tiger, blisters, journey).  
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Conventions score point 0 
 
The student misspells common words (brak, toled, thare, tanc). Although the student 
capitalizes “I”, most grade-appropriate capitalization and punctuation are incorrect. 
Grammar and usage errors are evident throughout the response (I meat tree friends . . . . I 
gave you it and tan I mad).





Conventions score point 1 

Most grade-appropriate words are spelled correctly.  The student demonstrates limited 
control of grade-appropriate grammar, capitalization, and punctuation (we all thought that 
would be funner . . . . We drove about half-an-hour til we saw a bunch in a dich first my dad 
shot one then my brother shot one). 







Conventions score point 2 
 
Most grade-appropriate words are spelled correctly (mountains, snowmobiling, wheelers) 
and a few are not correct (sleding, asted, frirst). The student correctly capitalizes most 
beginnings of sentences and proper nouns (Mall of America). With few exceptions, the 
student uses grade-appropriate end of sentence punctuation. Most grammar is correct. 
However, the response includes some usage errors (We go on there's frirst . . . . Then we 
headed of the Mountains).





Conventions score point 3 
 
The student uses grade-appropriate spelling consistently (around, gigantic, ping-pong). 
Beginnings of sentences and most proper nouns are capitalized (Bahamas). The student 
uses correct end of sentence punctuation, contractions and commas in a series. Grammar 
and usage are correct throughout the response.
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